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NEW QUESTION: 1
A change request has been submitted to the project manager containing the date, the details of
the request, and the impact to the project. Which of the following needs to accompany the
change request before it can be reviewed for consideration?
A. Alternative options
B. Requirements document
C. Stakeholder sign-off
D. Customer acceptance
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
There can be only one frame transmitted at a time on a traditional CSMA-CD Ethernet network.
What is the result when more frames are sent at the same time?
A. Runts
B. Jabbers
C. Jumbo frames
D. Collisions
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Given:
Which statement, inserted at line 8, enables the code to compile?
A. new Task().new Counter().increment();
B. new Task().Counter().increment();
C. new Task.Counter().increment();
D. Task.Counter.increment();
E. Task.Counter().increment();
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option E
E. Option D
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
From scenario:
*A client asks you to create a basic task tracking app for SharePoint. The app will be hosted
remotely
*Remote users will authenticate to the app by using a username and password.
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